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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers fJ Mathematics with Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publishers, which we judge to be of potential interest o our readers. Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review 
of it as such. We welcome our readers' comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers hould 
submit books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
Vector Models for Data-Parallel Computing. By Guy E. Blelloch. The MIT Press (1990). 255 pages. $37.50. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. Part I. Models. 2. Parallel vector models. 3. The scan primitives. 4. The scan vector 
model. Part II. Algorithms. 5. Data structures. 6. Computational-geometry algorithms. 7. Graph algorithms. 
8. Numerical algorithms. Part III. Languages and compilers. 9. Collection-oriented languages. 10. Flattening 
nested parallelism. 11. A compiler for paralation Lisp. Part IV. Architecture. 12. Implementing parallel vector 
models. 13. Implementing the scan primitives. 14. Conclusion. Appendixes. A. Glossary. B. Code. C. Paralation- 
Lisp code. 
Li~es of the Laureates. Ten No~el Economists. Second Edition. Edited by William Breit and Roger W. Spencer. 
The MIT Press (1990). 202 pages. $15.95 
Contents: 
1. W. Arthur Lewis. 2. Lawrence R. Klein. 3. Kenneth J. Arrow. 4. Paul A. Samuelson. 5. Milton Friedman. 
6. George J. Stigler. 7. James "robin. 8. Franco Modigliarti. 9. James M. Buchanan. 10. Robert M. Solow. 
Programming in MacSchcmc. By Michael Eisenberg, William Clinger and Anne Hartheimer. MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. and London, England (1990). 388 pages. $32.50. 
Contents: 
1. Programming in scheme. 2. Sample Projects I. 3. Expressions & procedures. 4. Making choices. 5. Recursion. 
6. Debugging. 7. Sample projects II. 8. Pairs, lists & symbols. 9. Subprocedures. 10. Sample projects III. 
11. Environments. 12. Procedures. 13. Altering bindings, Altering objects. 14. Debugging II. 15. Sample projects 
IV. 16. A sampler of advanced topics. 17. Appendix A: The MacScheme Interface. 18. Appendix B: Answers to 
selected problems. 19. Appendix C: References & Bibliography. 
Deducibility ~ Decidability. By R. R. Rockingham Gill. Routledge, London (1990). 162 pages. $4"/.50 U.S., 
$57.00 Canada. 
Contents: 
I. The natural numbers and their conventional ordering. 2. Addition, multiplication and exponentlation. 3 The 
theory of E-Forms. 4. Effectiv~aess. 5. Recuraively Defined Predicates. 6. The 'Arithrnetization of syntax'. 
7. Diagonalization. 8. G&lers theorems, and their relatives. 9. The limits of representability. 10. The arithmatical 
hierarchy. 11. Envoi. 12. Appendix: Terminological Matters. 
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The Craft of Prolog. By Richard A. O'Keefe. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London, England (1990). 387 
pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 1. Basic topics in prolog. 2. Searching. 3. Where does the space go? 4. Methods of programming. 
5. Data structure design. 6. Sequences. 7. Writing interpreters. 8. Some notes on grammar ules. 9. Prolog 
macros. 10. Writing tokenlsers in prolog. 11. All solutions. 
Programming Linguistics. By David Gelernter and Suresh Jagannathan. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. and 
London, England. (1990). 411 pages. $37.50. 
Contents: 
1. Programming linguistics: Goals and methods. 2. The ideal software machine. 3. Fortran, Algol 60 and Lisp. 
4. API.,---and Cobol. 5. Pascal, with notes on Algol 68 and PL/1. 6. The class in Simula 67 and SmalltMk, with 
notes on specification, abstract yping and Ada. 7. The closure in scheme. 8. Declarative languages. 9. Parallel 
languages. 10. Conclusion. 
Boundary Element Methods (Principles and Applications). By Masataka Tanaka and Qinghua Du. Pergamon 
Press, Oxford, England (1990). 416 pages. $100. 
Contents: 
1. Crack analysis. 2. Elastodynamics. 3. Fluid flows I. 4. Computational Aspects. 5. Elastostatlcs. 6. Crack 
analysis II. 7. Elastodynamics II. 8. Fluid flows II. 9. Plates & shells I. 10. Inverse problems. 11. Electromagnetics. 
12. Plates & shells II. 
The Nurnberg Funnel: Designing Minimalist Instruction .for Practical Computer Skill. By John M. Carroll. MIT 
Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London, England (1990). 305 pages. $32.50. 
Contents: 
1. Less is more. 2. Getting to know a computer. 3. The instructional dilemma. 4. The paradox of sense-making. 
5. Guided exploration. 6. The minimal manual. 7. Training wheels. 8. Task intelligence. 9. Developing minimalist 
technology. 
Languages and Compilers for Parallel Computing. Edited by David Gelernter, Alexandru Nicolau and David 
Padua. P i tman Publishing, London and MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1990). 552 pages. $40.00. 
Contents: 
1. Fine grain parallelization and the wavefront method. 2. Visual extensions to parallel programming languages. 
3. A status report on CONSUL. 4. A theory of loop permutations. 5. Software engineering of parallel programs in 
a computationaUy oriented isplay environment. 6. A future-based parallel anguage for a general-purpose highly- 
parallel computer. 7. Tuple analysis and partial evaluation strategies in the Linda precompiler. 8. COOL: A 
language for parallel programming. 9. Code generation and separate compilation in a parallel program debugger. 
10. Blackboard programming in shared prolog. 11. Experiences using control dependence in PTRAN. 12. A new 
compilation technique for parallelizing loops with unpredictable branches on a VLIW architecture. 13. Compile 
time optimization of memory and register usage on the Cray 2. 14. Static analysis and runtime support for parallel 
execution of C. 15. Compiling for dataflow software pipelining. 16. A comparison of automatic versus manual 
parMlelization of the Boyer-Moore theorem prover. 17. Refined C: an update. 18. Improving parallel program 
performance using critical path analysis. 19. Some results on exact data dependence analysis. 20. Compiling 
programs with user parallelism. 21. The structure of Parafrase-2: An advanced paral]elizing compiler for C 
and Fortran. 22. Concurrentization: Mapping parallel loops onto a cluster of Control Data's advanced parallel 
processors. 23. The XYZ abstraction levels of poker-like languages. 24. The PARSEQ project: An interim report. 
25. Desirable code transformations for a concurrent machine. 26. Loop rotation. 
Combinatorial Algorithms .for Integrated Circuit Layout. By Thomas Lengauer. John Wiley & Sons, New York 
(1990). 647 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
I. Background 1. Introduction to circuit layout. 2. Optimization problems. 3. Graph algorithms. 4. Opera~ 
tiona research and statistics. II. Combinatorial layout problems. 5. The layout problem. 6. Circuit partitioning. 
7. Placement, assignment, and floorplarming. 8. Global routing and area routing. 9. Detailed routing. 10. Com- 
pactions. 
Introduction to Algorithms. By Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson and Ronald L. Rivest. MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA and London, England and McGraw-HiU Book Company, New York. (1990). 985 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. I. Mathematical foundations: Introduction. 2. Growth of functions. 3. Summations. 
4. Recurrences. 5. Sets, etc. 6. Counting and probability. If. Sorting and order Statistics: Introduction. 7. Heap- 
sort. 8. Quicksort. 9. Sorting in linear time. 10. Medians and order statistics. III. Data structures: Introduction. 
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11. Elementm7 data structures. 12. Hash tables. 13. Binary search trees. 14. Red-black trees. 15. Aut~ment- 
ink data structures. IV. Advanced esign and analysis techniques: Introduction. 16. Dynamic prograrnm|ng. 
17. Greedy algorithms. 18. Amortized analysis. V. Advanced ata structm-es: Introduction. 19. B-trees. 20. Bi- 
nomial heaps. 21. Fibonacci heaps. 22. Data structures for disjoint sets. VI. Graph Algorithms: Introduction. 
23. Elementary graph algorithms. 24. Minlnmm apannin K trees. 25. Single-source shortest paths. 26. AILpalrs 
shortest paths. 27. Maximum flow. 28. Sorting networks. 29. Arithmetic irtndts. 30. Algorithms for parallel 
computers. 31. Matrix operations. 32. Polynamialx and the FFT. 33. Number-the~etic algorithms 34. String 
matching. 35. Computational geometry. 36. NP-Completeness. 37. Approximations. 
X Windo~o $~stem Toolkit. The Complete Programmer's G~ide and Specification. By Paul J. Asente and Ralph 
R. Swick. Digital Equipment Corporation, Bedford, Mass. (1990). 967 pages. $44.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. Part I Programmer's guide, Chapter I. Applications. Chapter 2. Widgets. Chapter 3. Resources 
and callbacks. Chapter 4. Composite widgets and geometry management. Chapter 5. Shell widgets and pop ups. 
Chapter 6. Event handling. Chapter 7. Translation management. Chapter 8. Nonwidget objects. Chapter 9. 
Odds and ends. Chapter 10. Pulling it all together. Part II.Specification. Chapter 1 Intrinsics and widgets. 
Chapter 2. Widget instantiation. Chapter 3. Composite widgets and their children. Chapter 4. Shell Widgets. 
Chapter 5. Pop-up widgets. Chapter 6. Geometry management. Chapter 7. Event management. Chapter 8. 
Callbacks. Chapter 9. Resource management. Chapter 10. Translation management. Chapter 11. Utility 
functions. Chapter 12. Nonwidget objects. Chapter 13. Evolution of the intrinsics. Part III. Appendixes. 
Appendix A. Resource file format. Appendix B. Translation table syntax, Appendix C. Compatibility functions. 
Appendix D. Intrinslcs error messages. Appendix E. StringDefs.h eader file. Appendix F. Parameter and return 
types. Appendix G. Naming conventions. Appendix H. The X registry and the examples. Index. 
The Electric Design Studio (Architectwr-,I Knowledge ,~nd Media in the Computer Era). Edited by Malcolm 
McCullongh, William J. Mitchell and Patrick Purcell. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London, England. 
(1990). 494 ~ses-  $50.oo. 
Contents: 
Introduction: A New Agenda for Computer-Aided Design. Theoretical Foundations. 1. What designers do 
that computers should. 2. Syntactic structures in architecture: Teaching composition with computer assistance. 
3. A locus for knowledge-based systems in CAAD education. 4. Computer modeling: A first course in design 
computing. Knowledge-Based Design of Toois. 5. Classes of desigu-classes of tools. 6. Tools for explorin K associa- 
tive reasoning in design. 7. Designing with diagrams: A role for computing in design education and exploration. 
8. Relational modplln~: A basis for computer-assisted design. 9. Top-down knowledge-based design. 10. Shape 
recognition and transforu~tion: A script-based approach. 11. The computability of archJtecturni knowledge. 
12, Architectural knowledge structures as "Design shells": A knowledKe-based view of design systems and CAAD 
education. 13. Saying what it is by what it is like-describing shapes using line relationships. 14. A CAAD model 
for use in early design phases. Information Delivery Systems for Design. 15. Light table: An interface to visual 
information systems. 16. Messina 1908: The invisible city. 17. Supportin K reflection-ln-action in the Janus design 
environment. 18. Image collections in the design studio. 19. CALinCAD: Computer-aided learning in CAAD. 
20, Hypertext: A computer tool to assist buildin K design. Case Studies: Electronic Media in the Design Studio. 
21. Computational design instruction: Towards a pedagogy. 22. The computerized design firm. 23. Computer 
integrated design: Transformation asprocess. 24. Some years'experience teaching CAAD. 25. Irises in a landscape: 
An experiment in dynamic interaction and teaching design studio. 26. Integrating computing into an architec',ural 
undergraduate program. 27. The organization of CAD tcachin K in design schools. 28. Case studies in moviemak- 
in K and computer-aided design. 29. Low-threshold modelinK. 30. The thousand-acre sketch problem. 31. Form 
processing workshop: Architectural design and solid modeling at MIT. 32. A primltive-instancing teractive 3-D 
modeling system for spatial design studies. 33. Color contrast and CAAD: The seven color contrasts of Johannes 
Itten. Afterword: The design studio of the future. 
Logic Programming (Proceedings of the 1990 North American Conference). Edited by Saumya Debray and Manuel 
Hermenegildo. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA and London, England. (1990). 845 pages. $55.00. 
Contents: 
Program committee. Series foreword. Preface. Referees. Part I. Semantics. 1. Failure and success made sym- 
metric. 2. Algebraic properties of a class of logic programs. 3. Stationary semantics for disjunctive logic programs 
and deductive databases. Part II. Implementation I. 4. Compilation of compound terms in prolog. 5. Finding 
advantageous orders for argument unification for the Pro]o K WAM65. 6. From decision trees to decision graphs. 
Part III. Constraints and their applications. 7. Partial evaluation of a CLP language. 8. A constraint logic pro- 
grammin K approach for maintaining consistency in user-interface-deslgn. 9. Constraint logic programming applied 
to hypothetical reasoning in chemistry. Part IV. Concurrency. 10. Concurrent logic programndng: Asynchro- 
nism and language comparison. 11. Comparative semantics for a parallel contextual logic programming language. 
12. Abstract interpretation for concurrent logic languages. Part V. Databases. 13. Is there anythin K better than 
magic? 14. Reasoning in inconsistent databases. 15. Null values in definite programs. Part VI. Implementation II. 
16. Generation type garbage collection for parallel ogic lm3guages. 17. Memory compaction for shared mem- 
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ory multiproce~ors. 18. FCP sequential abstract machine characteristics for the systems development workload. 
Part VII. Partial Evaluation. 19. A partial evaluation procedure for logic programs. 20. Partial evaluation for 
heirarchies of logic theories. 21. The Mixtus approach to automatic partial evaluation of full prolog. Part VIII. 
Constraints. 22. Computation complexity and constraint logic programming languages. 23. Meta programming as 
constraint programming. 24. Janus: A step towards distributed constraint programming. Part IX. Theory. 25. Op- 
erational and denotational semantics of rewrite programs. 26. Towards more efficient loop checks. 27. Negative 
logic programs. Part X. Program analysis. 28. The benefits of giobal dataflow analysis for an optimizing prolog 
compiler. 29. An algebraic framework for abstract interpretation of definite programs. 30. Analysis of constraint 
programs. Part XI. Proof Theory. 31. On the elimination of redundant derivations during execution. 32. Avoiding 
duplicate proofs. 33. The logical structure of sequential prolog. Part XII. Parallelism I. 34. Optimizing and-or 
parallel implementations. 35. Joining AND parallel solutions in AND/OR parallel systems. 36. Scheduling and 
variable assignment in the parallel parlog implementation. Part XIII. Negation. 37. A characterization f non- 
floundering logic programs. 38. Adding negation-as-failure to intultionistic logic programJning. 39. On constructive 
negation for disjunctive logic programs. Part XIV. Parallelism II. 40. Handling speculative work in OR-parallel 
prolog: Evaluation results. 41. On criteria for Or-parallel execution models of logic programs. 42. The muse 
Or-parallel prolog model and its performance. Part XV. Abstracts of invited lectures. 43. Hyperproof: An excur- 
sion in situated logic. 44. An algebraic semantics of logic progranm as structured transition systems. 45. Prolog 
and natural-language analysis: Into the third decade. Part XVI. Abstracts of advanced tutorials. 4(;. Parallel 
implementations of prolog. 47. Types for logic programs. 48. Constraint logic programming: From theory to 
applications. 49. Deductive database systems: Applications and programming. Author index. 
PC Principles. By Gtmnar Forst. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London, England. (1990). 542 pages. 
$27.50. 
Contents: 
List of illustrations. List of tables. Preface. 0. Bootstrap. 1. Hardware survey. 2. System-software survey. 
3. Datatypes. 4. 8086 architecture. 5. PC system board. 6. 8087 architecture. 7. Intel 8086 family. 8. Intel 80286 
9. Intel 80386 platform. 10. Intel 80486. 11. Display control. 12. MDA and CGA. 13. EGA 14. VGA 15. Video 
services. 16. 8514/A. 17. Keyboard. 18. Disk storage. 19. Parallel port. 20. Serial-port communication. 21. DOS 
survey. 22. DOS file system. 2;3. DOS services. 24. DOS program execution. 25. OS/2 survey. 26. OS/2 API. 
27. A closer look at OS/2. 28. OS/2 presentation i terface. 29. PC prograrnming. 30. Interface to high-level 
languages. 31. EGA programming examples. 32. NPX programming examples. 33. PM programming. A. CPU 
instruction sets. B. NPX instruction sets. C. Default values for EGA registers. Bibliography. Index. 
Massively Parallel Computing with the DAP (Research Monographs in Parallel and Distrib,,ted Computing). 
Edited by Dennis Parkinson and John Litt. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London, Engia~d. (1990). 290 
pages. $29.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. 1. DAP - A distributed array processor. 2. Efficient high speed computing with the distributed 
array procesor. 3. The distributed array processor (DAP). 4. Signal processing on a processor array. 5. The AMT 
DAP 500. 6. Software and algorithms for the distributed array processors. 7. Non-numerical methods on parallel 
computers. 8. The effective use of SIMD processor arrays. 9. Very high performance pseudo-random number 
generation on DAP. 10. A very high speed Monte Carlo simulation on DAP. 11. Molecular dynamics and Monte 
Carlo simulations in solid-state and elementary particle physics. 12. Speech recognition on a distributed array 
processor. 13. Real time applications of DAP. 14. Seismic migration using the ICL distributed array processor. 
15. Gate array routing on the AMT DAP processor array. 10. Adapting a Navler-Stokes code to the ICL-DAP. 
17. Structure-from-motion algorithms for computer vision on an SIMD architecture. 18. Recognition of hand- 
written characters using the DAP. 19. The DAP as a filestore search engine. 20. High performance linear algebra 
on the AMT DAP 510. Index. 
Chaos and socia-spacial dynamics. By D. S. Dendrlnos and M. Sonis. Springer-Verlag, New York. (1990). 178 
pages. $39.80. 
Contents: 
Prologue. Part I. Socia, spatial dynamics. A. Introduction. B. The four lenses to view soda-spatlal dynamics. 
Part II One stock, two regions. A. The first iterate and associated analytical properties of the model x(t 4- I) = 
1/1-t-AF[x(t)]. B. Log-linear comparative advantages producing functions: F -- x(t)a[1 -x(t)] b. C. Higher iterates 
and fundamental bifurcations in discrete dynamics. D. The exponential Iocational advantages producing function 
conclusions. Part III. One stock. Multiple locations. A. The general model. B. The log-llnear comparative 
advantages model. C. Empirical evidence. D. Border sequences in the one-stock, multiple location, log-linear 
model. E. One-stock, multiple location, discrete-time, logistic growth. Part IV. Multiple stocks, multiple locations. 
A. The general model. B. The two-stock, two-locations model. C. The two-stock, it I-location case. D. The two- 
stock, multiple-location, discrete time, logistic growth model. Epilogue. 1. Six central issues. 2. Three areas 
of application. 3. Further research suggestions. Appendix I Second-order determinants of the three-location, 
one-stock model. Appendix II The determinant of the log-linear model. 
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AHificiai Ezperts (Social Knowledge and Intelligent Machine,). By H. M. Collins. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. 
and London, England. (1990). 258 pages.S19.95. 
Contents: 
I. What computers can do. 1. Artificial braLns or artificial experts. 2. The knowledge barrier and digitization. 
3. Mschlne-like action. 4. Mental acts and mental behaviour. 5. Interpretation and repair. II. Expert systems 
and the articulation of knowledge. 6. What we can say about what we know. 7. Rules and expert systems. 
8. Cultural competence and scientific knowledge. 9. Exp|alnlng and discovering mar.hines. III. A skill encoded-A 
skill practiced. 10. Tales from the world of crystal growing. 11. Apprenticeship-first steps in crystal growing. 
12. Growing crystals. IV. Testing the limits of articulation. 13. The meaning of the Turing test. 14. Skill and the 
Turing test. V. Final remarks. 15. Intelligent machines: an experiment in knowledge science. Notes. References. 
Numerical Methods That Work. By Forman S. Acton. Mathematical Association of America, Washington, D.C. 
(1990). 540 pages. $16.50. 
Contents: 
Part I -Fundamental  Methods. 1. The calculation of functions. 2. Roots of transcendental equations. 3. Interpol- 
a t ion -and  all that. 4. Quadrature. 5. Ordinary differential equations---inltial conditions. 6. Ordinary differential 
equations--boundary conditions. 7. Strategy venus tactics--  roots of polynomials. 8. Eigenvalues I. 9. Fourier 
series. Part II. Double trouble. 10. The evaluation of integrals. 11. Power series, continued fractions, and rational 
approximations. 12. Economization of approximations. 13. Eigenvalues H-rotational methods. 14. Roots of 
equations-again. 15. The care and treatment of singularities. 16. Instability in extrapolation. 17. Minimum 
methods. 18. LaPlace's equat ion--an overview. 19. Network problems. Afterthoughts. Bibliographyy. Index. 
Symmetries in Science IV (Biological and Biophysical System*). Edited by Bruno Gruber and John H. Yopp. 
Plenum Press, New York and London. (1990). 242 pages. $65.00. 
Contents: 
1. Symmetry in synthetic and natured peptides. 2. Local and global model of Fibonacci plant symmetries. 
3. Structures, forms, patterns, and perception: A braln-theoretic point of view. 4. The emergence of living 
functions from molecules. 5. Biomolecular handedness and the weak interaction. 6. Nonlocality and symmetry 
in quantum mechanics versus localizabllhy and symmetry-breaking in protohiology. 7. Evolutionary meanings 
of the primary and secondary structures of the "UR-I:tNA", a primitive possibly self-replicating ribo-organism 
commonly ancestral to tRNAs, 5S-rB.NA, and virusoids. 8. Influence of nucleic acid on racemisation of peptide 
synthesis by water soluble carbodlimide and its relevance to the origin of genetic code. 9. Asymmetry and the 
origin of life. 10. Some ideas on evolution and symmetry breaking of biosphere on earth. 11. Origin of trace 
element requirements by living matter. Index. 
Semantic Structures. By Ray Jackendoff. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1990). 310 pages.S34.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. Part I. Basic Machinery. 1. Overview of conceptual semantics. 2. Argument structure and 
then~tic  roles. 3. Multiple thematic roles for a single NP. 4. Unifying lexical entries. Part II. Mostly on the 
problem of meaning. 5. Some further conceptual functions. 6. Some featurai elaborations ofspatial functions.7. The 
action tier and the analysis of causation. Part IIL Mostly on the problem of correspondence. 8 Adjuncts that 
express an incorporated argument. 9. Adjuncts that express an argument of a modifying conceptual clauoe. 
10. Adjuncts that express arguments of a superordinate conceptual clause. 11. Toward a theory of linking. 
Epilogue. Compositionality, autonomy, modularity. Index. 
Uncertainty (A Guide to Dealing with Uncertainty in Quantitative RiJk and Policy Analysis). By M. Granger 
Morgan and Max Henrion, with a chapter by Mitchell Small. Cambridge University Press, New York. (1990). 324 
pages. $44.50. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Recent milestones. 3. An overview of quantitative policy analysis. 4. The nature and 
sources of uncertainty. 5. Probability distributions and statistical estimation. 6. Human judgment about and with 
uncertainty. 7. Performing probability Msessment. 8. The propagation and analysis of uncertainty. 9. The graphic 
communication of uncertainty. 10. Demos: A case study in computer aids for modeling uncertainty. 11. Large 
and complex mode]-. 12. The value of knowing how little you know. Index. 
Applied Surface Modelling. By C. F. M. Cressy and C. Craggs. Ellis Horwood, New York. (1990). 187 pages. 
$30.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Commutative surprises in curve and surface theory. 2. A 3-D finite element mesh generator. 
3. The generation of tria-ngular meshes on surfaces. 4. Design of n-spline patches using recureive subdivision. 
5. Extending FAG based feature recognition. 6. Possibilities for increased availability of sculptured surface software. 
7. Surface modelling in tribology. 8. Modelling dental surfaces. 9. Surfaces in solid modelling. 10. Modelling of 
free-form surfaces using GENSURF. 11. The geometry of flexible membranes in wave and hydro energy devices. 
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12. Continuous, quadrilateral, and triangulax surface patches. 13. Overhauser patches for generally curved surfaces. 
14. Surface roughness characterization in fluid flow. 15. Statistics and surfaces - a case study. 16. Statistical analysis 
of a direction-dependent planar point process. Index. 
Parametric Optimization: Singularities, Pathfollowing and Jumps. By J. Guddat, F. Guerra Vasquez and H. Th. 
Jongen. John Wiley and Sons, West Sussex, England. (1990).186 pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. 2. Theoretical background 3. Pathfollowing of curves of local minimizers. 4. PathfoRowing 
along a connected component in the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker set and in the critical set. 5. PathfoRowing with jumps 
in the set of local minimizers and in the set of generalized critical points. 6. Applications. 
Computational Methods of Linear Algebra. By Granville SeweR. Ellis Horwood, London. (1990). 184 pages. 
$35.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 0. Reference material. 1. Systems of linear equations. 2. Linear least-squares problems. 3. The 
eigenvalue problem. 4. Linear programming. 5. The fast Fourier transform. 6. Results on a Cray supercomputer. 
Index. 
An Introduction to Generalized Linear Models. By Annette J. Dobson. Chapman and Hall, London and New 
York. (1990). 166 pages. $52.50 (U.S.), $63.00 (Canada). 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Model fitting. 3. Exponential family of distributions and generalized linear models. 
4. Estimation. 5. Inference. 6. Multiple regression. 7. Analysis of variance and covariance. 8. Binary variables 
and logistic regression. 9. Contingency tables and log-linear models. Appendix A, B, C, D. Outline of solutions 
for selected exercises. Index. 
Realism in Mathematics. By Penelope Muddy. Clarendon Press, Oxford. (1990). 197 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
1. Realism. 2. Perception and intuition. 3. Numbers. 4. Axioms. 5. Monism and beyond. Index. 
Vector Model for Data-Parallel Computing. By Guy E. BleRoch. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1990).249 pages. 
$37.50. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction. I. Models. 2. ParaLlel vector models. 3. The scan primitives. 4. The scan vector model. 
I I .  Algorithms. 5. Data structures. 6. Computational-geometry algorithnm. 7. Graph algorithms. 8. Numerical 
algorithms. III. Languages and compilers. 9. Conection-oriented languages. 10. Flattening nested paralhlism. 
11. A compiler for paralation lisp. IV. Architecture. 12. Implementing parallel vector models. 13. Implementing 
the scan primitives. 14. Conclusion. A. Glossary. B. Code. C. Paralation-lisp code. Bibliography. Index. 
Microcomputers and Mathematics. By J. W. Bruce, P. J. Giblin, and P. J. Rippon. Cambridge University Press, 
New York. (1990). 416 pages. $90.00 cloth, $29.95 paper. 
Contents: 
1. Numbers: Part 1. 2. Equations. 3. Curves: Part 1. 4. Numbers: Part 2. 5. Curves: Part 2. 6. Special 
numbers. 7. Differential equations. 8. Iteration of real functions. Index. 
Image Analysis Applications. Edited by Rangachar Kasturi and Mohan M. "IYivedi. Marcel Dekker, Inc., New 
York. (1990). 438 pages. $115.00 U.S. and Canada,S138.88 all other countries. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Document-analysis systems and techniques. 2. A graphics-recognition system for interpretation of
llne drawings. 3. Automation recognition of engineering drawings and maps. 4. Image-analysis techniques for 
geographic information systems. 5. Digital image processing and three-dimensional reconstruction i the basic 
neuroaciences. 6. Applying digital processing methods in the analysis of retinal structure. 7. Visual perception 
using a blackboard architecture. 8. Analysis of high-resolution aerial images. 9. Image formation and characteri- 
zation for three-dimensional vision. 10. Enhancement of fingerprints using digital and optical techniques. 11. The 
digital morphological sampling theorem. Index. 
